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Player choice

Storyboard - Still picture

Cutscene (gif)

In the realm of Scala, a dragon named The Elder One rules in peace
with the city,
thanks to a pact that was made centuries ago.

SEQ01PL01

Additional
informations

Sequence
Storyboard - Animated gif

art linked to process

Christa path

SEQ01PL02

Every year, a sculptor has to make the ultimate sacrifice by building
a scale embodying his soul.
The scale is then offered to the Elder One, adding power and
grandeur to the dragon's armor.

SEQ01PL03

In return, The Elder One will allow wealth and prosperity to the city.

SEQ01PL04

Nevertheless.
Through space and time, three warriors will stand up against the
dragon.
One day, a mother won't allow her husband to be taken by the
dragon and will fight for him.

SEQ01PL05

Later, a young girl will seek revenge for her parents and defy the
dragon in a battle.

SEQ01PL06

In the end, a valiant woman will show her courage by defeating the
dragon.

SEQ01PL07

All of these warriors are carrying the sacred spear, gifted by The
Elder One to the City to seal the pact, known as the Palladium.
Thanks to the spear, the three warriors are connected through space
and time.

SEQ01PL08

It is in your power to choose at any point of time which warrior will
carry the spear to take the actions.

Mariam path

Introduction

Walking the stairs

SEQ02PL01

Change of scene, Christa is walking up the stairs.
Dialogue with the spear who is leading the conversation.
Spear says it is both brave and stupid of Christa to have stolen them from
the City, neither the Elder One nor the City will be happy about that.
Christa argue she has no choice, they is the only weapon who can wound
the Elder One.

SEQ02PL02

One floor later, Mariam is now with the Spear.
The Spear mention that her mother used to wield them and it has not served
her well.
Mariam asks if the spear can finally say where her mom is.
Spear confess that they really don't know, her mother left them where
Mariam found them.

SEQ02PL03

Last floor before entering the Boss 2 arena, it is now Annie with the Spear.
Spear said that two warriors already tried to take down the Elder One, what
difference Annie think she will make?
Annie says that she knows the Elder One has grown stronger with their
scales and it has disturbed the balance with the 3 others dragons from the
Valley. She hopes to make them her allies against the Elder One. She is not
afraid and smiles with confidence
.

Who do you want to play?

SEQ03PL01

SEQ03PL02A

SEQ03PL02B

SEQ03PL02C

You play as Christa,
the Mother
(A defensive and magical
gameplay)

You play as Mariam,
the Young Girl
(An attacking and subtle
gameplay)

SEQ03PL03

You enter the last puzzle
before fighting Boss 2.

SEQ03PL04

The puzzle is: you have to summon
Boss 2. What do you do?
(You can switch your character anytime)

You play as Annie, the
Valiant Woman
(A counter-attacking and
brutal gameplay)

Christa

Annie

Mariam

SEQ03PL05A

SEQ03PL05B

SEQ03PL06A

SEQ03PL06B

SEQ03PL05C

You use the
spear to make
the walls react.

You use the
spear to move a
rock.

You lift a heavy
rock.

SEQ03PL06C

Nothing happens,
the spear mocks
you, you don't
bother to respond
and put their
blade in the dirt

Nothing happens,
the spear states
the obvious, you
ask them to shut
up

You find a
passage

Puzzle

The passage is really small, what do you do?
(You can switch your character anytime)

SEQ03PL07
Christa

Annie

Mariam

SEQ03PL08A

SEQ03PL08B

SEQ03PL09A

SEQ03PL08C

SEQ03PL09B

SEQ03PL09C

SEQ03PL10

You use your own
magic on the
narrow passage.

You crouch and
crawl on the
ground in the
passage.

You try to lift up
the passage.

Nothing happens,
the spear says
they won't tell
anything this
time, you look at
them with bored
eyes

You follow the passage, it goes
higher and higher and you enter
a room where you have a view
on the place you were before, it
looks like an arena

Nothing happens,
the spear
congrats you,
you thank them

An altar stands on the balcony, what do you do?
(You can switch your character anytime)

Christa

Annie

Mariam

SEQ03PL11A

SEQ03PL11B

SEQ03PL11C

SEQ03PL12B

You approach the altar
and move the spear
around it. It starts
glowing, you put your
own magic with your
hand, rays of light are
coming out of the altar.

SEQ03PL12C

You touch every
symbol on the
altar.

You smash the
altar.

Nothing happens,
the spear tries to
reassure you,
you say it's going
to be okay

Nothing happens,
the spear is
disappointed, you
reassure them
you will find a
solution

In front of you, on the top of the arena, a
glowing sphere illuminates the place. You're
blinded and have to close your eyes. When you
open them again, a giant griffin with a glowing
mane, whose head is a skull, stands before you.

SEQ04PL01

SEQ04PL02

SEQ04PL03A

The griffin asks why you woke them
up

SEQ04PL03B

You ask them their power

You are here to take their power

The griffin says you will
have to show how brave
you are in a fight to see if
you are worthy of their
power.

The griffin judges how rude
you are and says they will
destroy you.

SEQ04PL04

The fight starts, what do you do?
(You can switch character anytime)

Christa

Annie

Mariam

Boss battle

SEQ04PL05A

SEQ04PL05B

SEQ04PL05C

You jump of the balcony
and use a magic impulse
to push yourself in the air,
above the griffin

You wait for the griffin to
come closer and jump on
their head

You run toward the griffin and
jump on his back

The griffin tries to catch you with their
claws, what do you do?
(You can switch character anytime)

SEQ04PL06
Christa

Annie

Mariam

SEQ04PL07A

SEQ04PL07B

SEQ04PL07C

Using the spear, you
create a magic shield
around you

Using the spear, you do a
direct hit on a weak spot of
the claw

Christa

The griffin grunts, flames start emerging from their
skin (You can switch character anytime)

SEQ04PL08

Using the spear, you deflect
the attack

Annie

Mariam

SEQ04PL09A

SEQ04PL09B

SEQ04PL09C

You push yourself with
magic close to their
empty eyeball, spear in
front of you.

SEQ05PL01
Spare

SEQ05PL02A

SEQ05PL02B

Consequences
SEQ05PL03A

END1A

SEQ05PL03B

END1B

You dive towards their
empty eyeball, spear in
front of you.

The griffin is wounded badly by your
attack and falls with you on the ground.
You can either spare them and ask them to be your ally, or kill
them and take their power.
What do you do?

END3A

END OF THE GAME

Kill

You stand up and come
closer to the griffin. You turn
the spear and use the soft
part of it to heal them.

You stand up and come
closer to the griffin. You take
the glowing orb inside of their
skull, put it on the ground and
destroy it with the spear.

The griffin acknowledge your bravery
and kindness and give you a small
part of their power. They also
recognize they owe you a favor.

You hear a terrible scream coming
from the orb. The griffin is defeated
and you earn their whole power.

END2A

You leave the arena, ready
to fight another boss.

END2B

You jump on their empty
eyeball, spear in front of you.

END3B

END OF THE GAME

There will be 6 variations (characters/side of the spear getting
more powerful) depending on who made the final move and if
she spared or killed the griffin.

Annie path

